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 Story As the young fox Jack wakes up in a dark cave, he looks around and sees a large baby laying right beside him. The boy asks the boy where he came from and if he can help him. The boy tells Jack he came from a Kingdom far away and there is no way he can help him. The boy tells him if he wants to find the castle he has to search and will help the boy as long as he gets to the castle and can
help him. Jack tells the boy that he doesn't know how to use a sword and knife to fight with and even though he can cook, he never thinks about eating. The boy tells him he is not using a sword or knife but he can climb trees, gather berries, follow the wind and swim. Jack says the boy is strange and doesn't know how to find a castle but the boy says he knows how to find all kinds of people and the one
that can help him is King Arthur. The next morning the boy wakes up to find Jack missing and no food left behind. Jack comes back with a blue book and a yellow candle. The boy asks Jack what the yellow candle is for and Jack says it will show the way home. Jack and the boy begin to look for a way out of the cave and start off on the path of the dead. Soon Jack finds a stone on the path and begins

to carve. He finishes the stone in three hours and it looks like a castle. He climbs a tree to find the magic key in the tree trunk and then takes the dead king's sword and knocks on the stone castle door. An old woman opens the door and asks Jack what he is doing there. Jack asks her if she has seen the young fox and if she has any advice for him. The old woman gives him a bowl of berries and tells him
to find the woman in the forest. After Jack leaves the castle a boy in brown presents himself as King Arthur. He tells Jack his name is Farrel and says he will help him. Farrel brings Jack to a table and says it is breakfast. Jack says his name is Jack and asks for some porridge and tea. Farrel takes Jack to the tower room and tells him the things he can do. Farrel says he has been traveling for 40 years and

has been responsible for the kingdom since King Arthur died. He had gone to the hall to say goodbye and King Arthur was too weak to say goodbye. Farrel says he will go with Jack but 82157476af
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